Adhesives and Adhesion Technologies: A Critical Review
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Abstract: The article critically reviews about adhesives and their various adhesion phenomena along with their categorization and functions. Benefit and drawbacks of adhesives joining was explained. Requirements for excellent bonding which includes, appropriate selection of adhesive, superior design for joining, surface cleansing, wetting were defined. The review clearly indicates the various theories involved in adhesion are namely mechanical interlocking, electrostatic, diffusion, wetting, chemical bonding, and weak boundary layer. Bond failure modes and their mechanism were elaborated briefly.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Explanation of Adhesives and Their Bonding Phenomenon

A material which is used to the articles surfaces for their eternal joint is called an “adhesive” and the process being used is called “adhesive bonding”. A material competent to form bonds between two parts where final entity made of two reciprocally joints sections is called adhesive [1]. Adhesion [2] is a condition in which two singular specimen are bonded to each other via seal contact interfacially such as mechanical forces caused due to chemical bonding or/and electrostatic attraction and van der Waals forces. The system strength is determined by the interfacial forces as well as by the mechanical behavior of interfacial zone and two different phases of huge mass. Fundamentally, there are two principal adhesive bonding arises viz: structural and non-structural.

1.2. Structural Adhesive Bonding

A large stress up to their yield point produced by the objects used for bonding i.e., adherends [3]. There must be durability of bond throughout lifetime with shear strength more than 7 MPa.

1.3. Nonstructural Adhesives Bonding

It holds lightweight equipment rather than extensive loads. This is also called as holding adhesive. E.g.: Packaging adhesives, Pressure-sensitive tapes.

2. Functions of Adhesives

Mutually join the parts is the primary function of an adhesive. The goal is accomplished using stresses from one member to another by transmission which is distributed consistently and can be achieved with mechanical fasteners. The structural strength is restricted to area of members in contact with fasteners during mechanical fastening [4, 32-51]. Obtaining stronger adhesive bonds than adherents is not at all a strange. Formation of smooth surfaces is natural benefit of joined structures using adhesives. Helicopter rotor blade in aerospace, involve smooth externals to minimize trail and keep temperature possibly low. Rather than the conventional bonding the adhesive bonding builds consistent distribution of stresses in the joint using lighter weight equipment in which the strength and rigidity of adherends consumed entirely [4]. A larger area is provided by adhesive bonding for overall stress transfer, which causes decline in the concentration of stress in the compact region. Profound loads are imposed during adhesive joints on adherends during heating or welding. Adherends are comparatively liberated from deformation via movement of heat-influence [4].

3. Adhesives Categorization

Based upon chemical structure or functionality, adhesives
materials can be classified as natural and artificial adhesives. The natural adhesives are animal glue, adhesives of proteins and naturally occurring rubbers etc. Some examples of artificial adhesives are industrial (i.e. acrylics, epoxy derivatives, silicones etc.) and special compounds (i.e. stress dependent adhesives).

4. Benefit and Drawbacks of Adhesive Joining

4.1. Benefits [5-6]

(a). Equal stress liberation and more stress carrying region.
(b). Joins thick or narrow equipment of variable configuration.
(c). Joins homogenous or heterogeneous equipment.
(d). Joins with horizontal contours.
(e). Protection from heat transfer and electrical conductance.
(f). Supplies striking strength/weight ratio.
(g). Cheaper and quicker as compared to mechanical fastening technique.

4.2. Drawbacks [5-7]

(a). Imaginary assessment of bonds is not allowed unless adherends are transparent.
(b). A vigilant surface is required to get bonds durability.
(c). Mainly the areas where higher alleviated temperatures are not used there is a need of longer cure time.
(d). Other fastening process are required for holding fixtures, presses, ovens, and autoclaves.
(e). Temperatures are restricted to 177°C in maximum cases, but usually for more expensive adhesives the limitation is up to 371°C.
(f). Environmental condition (at which it is exposed) is a major factor deciding durability of adhesives.
(g). Solvents applied in binding may create several health hazards.

5. Requirements for Excellent Bonding [6]

There is a necessity of superior bonding using adhesives, for analytic technique, procedure of quality control and bonding too. These comprise:
(a). Appropriate selection of adhesive.
(b). Superior design for joint.
(c). Surfaces cleansing.
(d). Wetted bonded surfaces.
(e). Suitable procedure for adhesive bonding.

5.1. Appropriate Selection of Adhesive

Due to the higher availability of a number of adhesives for joint the choice becomes an important criteria depends upon adherends personality, performance of used last part and adhesive joining procedure.

5.2. Superior Design for Joining

By designing cautiously the potency of joint may express. A stronger bond may be generated by combining mechanical sketching with adhesive bonding [8].

5.3. Surface Cleansing

Applying clean adherends surface, an excellent adhesive bond may be obtained. Foreign materials, like dust, lubricant, damp and frail oxide covers should be detached from surfaces because these feeble boundary covers are pledged by adhesives rather than the substrates [9].

5.4. Wetting

The disarticulation of air from adherends surfaces by liquid is wetting. An excellent wetting creates superior region for connection among adherends and adhesives [10].

5.5. Suitable Procedure for Adhesive Bonding

Exposure of adhesives must be in temperature, pressure and grip time not only functional to adherends surfaces. There is a requirement of conversion of liquid adhesive into solid via any of three ways mentioned below [6].
(a). Chemical reaction via blend of one i.e. warmth, stress with remedial agent.
(b). Cooling from melt fluid.
(c). Ventilation after solvent disappearance.


Traditionally postulated theories for adhesion mechanisms are mentioned as:
(a). Mechanical interlocking.
(b). Electrostatic.
(c). Diffusion.
(d). Adsorption/Surface reaction.
More recent theories developed are mentioned as:
(e). Chemical bonding.
(f). Weak boundary layer and some theories on the scale of various actions are namely as:
(i). Microscopic.
(ii). Macroscopic.
(iii). Molecular.
(iv). Atomic.

6.1. Theory of Mechanical Interlocking

The hypothesis reveals the penetration of adhesives into pore, cavity and irregularity on the substrate surface via displacement of targeted air from the boundary due to which adhesion phenomenon takes place.
There is quick stronger bond formation onto porous abraded surface than smooth surface. It is not universally functionalized though there is a fine adhesion amid flat facets. Abraded facet exhibits good bonding is due to the
following reasons are mentioned as:
(1). Mechanical interlocking.
(2). Hygienic facade.
(3). Development of extremely rash surface.
(4). An augmentation in connective facade surrounding area [12-13].
There is appreciative information in articles which correlates potency of joining and strength of bonding to improved surface coarseness [14].

6.2. Electrostatic Theory
The hypothesis reveals the occurrence of adhesion phenomenon because of electrostatic property among adhesive-adherends [15-18] via the movement of an electron. A twofold coating is formed electrically at boundary of adhesive-adherend using electrostatic forces which resist separation [13]. This is a conceivable mechanism for polymers and metals adhesion [19-20].

6.3. Theory of Diffusion
The hypothesis explain the occurrence of adhesion phenomenon via expansion of inter diffusion of molecules among adhesive and adherends. The theory principally applied in case of both polymeric adhesive-adherends with longer fragment with competence of movement. Usually width of diffuse interfacial coating varies from 10-1,000 Å (1-100 nm) [13]. Cohesive energy density (CED) is applied to interpret diffusion bonding.

\[ CED = \frac{E_{coh}}{V} \]

Where,
- \( E_{coh} \) = Essential amount of energy for molecules separation to an infinite distance.
- \( V \) = Molar volume.
- \( D \) = Solubility parameter.

6.4. Theory of Wetting
The hypothesis exhibits that due to molecular connection between two i.e., equipment and surface, forces need to expand and the adhesion occurred. Initially bond is form to develop interfacial forces among adhesive and substrates. The procedure of regular contact amid adhesive and adherends is called “wetting”. There must be indeed a lower surface tension of adhesives than the decisive solid surface tension to damp a concrete facade. This is specifically motivation for treating plastic surfaces, which raises their facade power and polarization. The forces of Van der Waals are enormously susceptible to distance \( r \) amid fragments, declining by seventh power inverse \((1/r)^7\) of detachment amid two fragments and power distance in cubic among two adherends. There is a very good demonstration in (Figure 1) of absolute and partial adhesive wetting getting dispersed onto facade. Adhesive pass into valleys on facade surfaces is resulted from good wetting. The outcome of poor wetting is bridging of adhesive over valley and causing diminution of definite connection area among adhesive-adherends, consequentially there is an inferior joining potency [13].

6.5. Chemical Bonding
The hypothesis assigns the creation of adhesion bonding onto the facade via chemically. Hydrogen, covalent and ionic bonding among adhesive and adherends formed and are more potential than attractive forces of dispersion.
Generally, four kinds of interactions occur during chemical bonding: covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, Lifshitz-vander Waals forces and acid-base interactions.

6.5.1. Covalent and Ionic Bonds
In case of chemical bonding shows advanced bonding or adhesion ethics than other forces. Weaker physical forces are caused by secondary valence bonding. These forces are widespread in polar group like carboxylic acid than non-polar groups like polyolefins.

6.5.2. Dipole-Dipole Interaction
Intermolecular interaction resulted from fragment with polar group to align them like positive ending of one fragment is nearer to the negative of other.

6.5.3. Hydrogen Bonding
An exclusive dipole-dipole interaction occurs when H-atom is bonded to tiny and extremely electro negatively charged atom i.e. fluorine, oxygen, nitrogen or sulphur.
6.5.4. London Dispersion Forces
Small and instant dipoles occur due to change in the position of electrons onto the nuclei throughout their movement caused by intermolecular forces.

6.5.5. Covalent Chemical Bonds
Interface in adhesives occurs with cross-linked structures and thermoset coatings. The bond is the strongest with maximum durability and involves reactive chemical groups. E.g. formerly layered facade, timber and few polymers that hold diverse functional groups below suitable circumstances generate chemical bonding by means of adhesives.

6.5.6. Acid-Base Theory
Based upon Lewis acid and base theory, a new kind of acid-base interaction is discovered recently. According to Lewis “acid is a material which can take an electron pair from base e.g. BF3, SiO2 and base is a substance which can give an electron pair e.g. NH3, PH3, C6H5C2NH2” [21]. Based upon this theory, adhesion phenomenon causes due to attraction of polar groups of Lewis acids and bases at the boundary. The hypothesis is cited in few articles [22-27]. The strength of hydrogen bond is inferior to ionic and covalent bond is noteworthy amid secondary interactions [28-29]. The outcome is the correlation among electron donating compounds and ability to accept form the fundamental of adhesion via acid-base theory.

6.6. Theory of Weak Boundary Layer
The hypothesis explains failure at boundary the bond failure is due to either break of cohesive or by the feeble cover of boundary [30]. Origin of feeble cover boundary may be due to adhesive-adherends and circumstances or via blending of these due to occurrence of impurities in adhesive or adherends near to bonding surface. E.g. polyethylene and metal oxides. The weak boundary film in polyethylene at interface participates to inferior stress when applied as an adhesive or an adherends. Breakdown of adhesive joints occurs cohesively within the oxide due to weakly linkage of metal oxides with base metals. As revealed in (Figure 2), when the substrate is not wetted by an adhesive a feeble cover around boundary generates i.e., at the boundary air is fascinated, causing diminution in the potency of joints [13, 32-51].

7. Bond Failure Modes
A bonding via adhesion is hypothetically revealed in (Figure 2). Supposing the bond is accessed via tensile strength in which two adherends are dragged perpendicular to the bond. There is diverse feasibility for origin of failure. The surface implicated in bond failure is known as locus of failure. If bond failure arises between adhesive layer and adherends, it is termed as adhesive failure as exposed in (Figure 2(a)). A disjointing phenomenon after breakdown in which both-adherends facades remains enclosed with adhesive is entitled as cohesive breakdown/failure as revealed in (Figure 2(b)). Occasionally adhesive bond is very much strong so the failure happens in one of adherends far from bond, called cohesive failure in adherends as shown in (Figure 2(c)). Sometimes failure of bond includes more than one breakdown form and attributed as percentage to cohesive or adhesive breakdown/failure. The portion of connective facade region that failed/breakdown cohesively or adhesively is the deliberation of percentage breakdown.

8. Mechanism of Bond Failure/Breakdown
Adhesive joining breaking may occur adhesively or cohesively. Breakdown of an adhesive exists interracially among adhesive and adherends. A cover of adhesive is permitted to stay on either facade as a result of cohesive failure/breakdown. Failure of adherends prior to the adhesive is called as a “cohesive failure”. A number of approaches of failure are revealed in (Figure 2). During analysis of an adhesive joint testing for destruction, the failure mode is frequently articulated as percentage cohesive or adhesive breakdown/failure as exposed in (Figure 2). 100% cohesive breakdown is ideal breakdown of adhesion cover. Combination of few adhesive-adherends may be unsuccessed, however display superior potency over weaker adhesive with parallel joining which breaks cohesively. The more important criterion is vital strength of joint than the mode of failure of joint. To adjust the thermal expansion characteristics and limit internal stresses of adhesives generally, fillers are applied. Another, method to hold these
stresses is using elastic adhesives. Significant factors to
determine the durability of bond is the action of stress on
concluded joints, their route to adhesive and speeds at which
it is functional. Continuous loads can cause premature
failure. Few adhesives break rapidly under dead load, mainly
after exposing heat or moisture. Various adhesives are
responsive to the speed at which the joint is stressed. An
excellent tensile or shear strength is shown by rigid, brittle
adhesives but with inferior potency. Adhesive joints can be
degraded via several environmental factors in different
manners. If there is maximum component of environment
i.e., warmth and damp, causes a synergistic effect for
diminishing the strength of adhesive after their blending.
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